2002 harley davidson road king

It addresses riders who want a classic touring machine, with all the perks of modern materials
and technologies. It is a favorite among MoCo fans, thanks to standard features such When it
comes to classic touring machines, built with all the modern technologies from the 21st
century, it doesn't get much better than the MY Harley Davidson Road King. At its heart lies an
air-cooled, four-stroke, cc, Twin Cam powerhouse paired to a six-speed manual transmission,
and can produce Nm of torque at rpm. It comes standard with touring-enhancing featu The MY
Harley Davidson Road King is a classic cruiser, that offers almost the same level of comfort and
load-carrying capacity as any mid-sized touring motorcycle. A detachable windscreen,
color-matching, hard saddlebags and a two-up, low seat gives it the touring capabilities most
classic cruisers lack. Aesthetically, it you detach the saddlebags and the windscreen, it looks
like it was ri The MY Harley Davidson Road King Classic is a touring motorcycle that
successfully combines 21st century performance and handling with classic 60's cruiser looks.
The two-wheeler features belong to the project Rushmore, House Milwaukee's package
designed to increase power, add better brakes, improved ergonomics and a fresh styling on all
its touring machines and performance bagger The American engineers from House Milwaukee
have launched yet another embodiment of the Road King, a machine that is sure to fit the taste
for Harley Davidson fans worldwide, and not only. It has, at its heart, an air-cooled, four-stroke,
cc, Twin Cam 96 V-Twin powerplant that was mated to a six-speed manual transmission with a
belt final drive, and can reach a maximum power output of Nm The MY Harley Davidson Road
King Classic, with the iconic project Rushmore trim, is a true touring machine, with classic
looks and all the perks modern technology has to offer. At its heart lies the cc, air-cooled, High
Output Twin Cam powerplant that produces an impressive Nm of torque. Like all Road King
models, it features hard, lockable, color-matching, detachable saddlebags and a detachable
windscreen. Classic chrome-plating can be found on the exhaust syst A classic-looking
boulevard cruiser that can be transformed into a mid-sized cruiser in a matter of seconds,
thanks to the detachable windscreen and the detachable hard saddle In compliance with the
legislation in force, the Road King comes with a This machine comes with a number of
improvements to aid the law enforcement officer, as follows: special latches on the saddlebags
for easier access while atop the machine, a new seat suspension design for improved comfort,
power deli This machine can be transformed from a boulevard cruiser to a mid-sized tourer, in a
matter of seconds, thanks to the detachable hard saddlebags and windscreen. It appeals more
to the nostalgic of riders, For riders who want their machine to resemble as much as possible
the classic cruiser from the golden age, the MoCo has released the MY Harley Davidson Road
King Classic. It sports the same, dependable Twin Cam engine as the base Road King, and all
the modern technologies House Milwaukee has developed up to date, all in a package that
appears to be ripped out of a 60's motorcycle m This translates into a smooth power delivery,
whether on a short, evening stroll through the city or a weekend long haul, even two-up. The
design is a trademark House Milwaukee one, with classic cruiser element The MY Harley
Davidson FLHRC Road King Classic mainly addresses that category of riders who want a
compromise between a classic, American cruiser look and a machine that offers higher levels of
comfort and storage space, suitable for extended trips, even across country. At its heart lies an
air-cooled, cc, Twin Cam V-twin engine paired to a six-speed manual transmission with Cruise
At its heart lies an air-cooled, cc, Twin Cam powerplant mated to a six-speed manual
transmission with Cruise Drive, and can produce Nm of torque at rpm. A classic, detachable
windscreen, a dual seat with covered with studded leat Not unlike the base Road King, the
MoCo has designed this machine for the nostalgic among Harley fans. A new, sculpted seat for
added comfort and easier straddling, Unlike its previous embodiments, the MY Harley Davidson
FLHR Road King brings good news, with a sculpted seat for added comfort and easier
straddling and new paint and graphic schemes. At its heart lies an air-cooled, cc, Twin Cam 96
V-twin powerhouse mated to a six-speed manual transmission with a Cruise Drive system, and
can produce Nm at rpm. This long haul-oriented mach It comes standard with a chrome, dual
exhaust with slash-up end caps, chromed, laced steel wheels with wide whitewall tires, a black,
powder-coated powertrain with This machine addresses nostalgic riders who want a machine
capable of going the extra mile. It comes standard with a chrome, dual exhaust with tapered
mufflers, black At its heart lies an air-cooled, cc, Twin Cam 96 V-twin powerhouse paired to a
six-speed manual transmission with a Cruise Drive technology, and can produce Nm of torque
at rpm. This machine is addressed for the more nostalgic ri This touring machine has received a
new frame, the Touring FL Chassis, found on all the touring machines from the MoCo, which is
lighter, yet more rigid, and improves co It has been designed for the years of MoCo motorcycle
production, and boasts a special, Anniversary Copper and Vivid black paint and graphi It is
addressed for the more nostalgic among riders, and boasts improvements, as opposed to its
previous embodiment, such as the new Brembo braking system with dua This touring-oriented

machine also addresses the more nostalgic among MoCo fans, thanks to features such as the
full-coverage, front fender, the detachable windshi It comes standard with a large, Hiawatha
headlight and chrome nacelle, a detachable windshield, a large, tank-mounted speedometer, a
two-piece touring seat, weather This machine addresses the more nostalgic among riders, who
want a classic-styled two-wheeler capable of going the extra mile. It comes standard with a The
highlights for this model are the chrome, wind-swept visor, a pull-back handlebar, a fuel tank
emblem, a large, silver-faced, tank-mounted speed At its heart lies an air-cooled, cc, Twin Cam
88 V-Twin powerhouse paired to a five-speed manual transmission and can produce a claimed
Nm of torque at rpm. Standard features include a black, powder-coated engine with chrome
finish, a new, low-effort clutch, a At its heart lies an air-cooled, cc, Twin Cam 88 V-Twin
powerplant paired to a five-speed manual transmission and can produce a claimed Nm of torque
at rpm. Standard features on this machine include a new, low-effort clutch, pull-back, beach
handlebars, a nickel-p This touring machine addresses the more nostalgic among MoCo fans,
and comes standard with a new, clear-lens, reflector-optic auxiliary lamps, a new, pinstripe,
foot-board inserts, an air-adjustabl This classic-inspired touring machine comes standard with
laced-steel wheels with black-wall tires mounted on them, full front and rear fenders, a large
chrome headlight and nacelle, a two-piece The MY Harley Davidson FLHRCI Road King Classic
comes standard with a large, detachable windshield, leather, hard, lockable saddlebags, a large
headlamp with chrome nacelle, full fenders, rider floor boards, an air-adjustable rear
suspension, cruise control, whitewall tires mounted on steel-laced wheels, plus lots of chrome
embellishments. At its heart lies an air-cooled, cc, Twin Cam Standard features include a
pull-back, beach handlebar, a minimalist, swept-back chrome visor, hard, lockable leather
saddlebags, slash-cut mufflers, clean front and rear fenders, At its heart lies an air-cooled, cc,
Twin Cam 88 V-Twin powerhouse that can produce Nm of torque at rpm, and is paired to a
five-speed manual transmission. It comes standard with a chromed, beefy telescopic front fork,
a detachable windscreen, a larg This machine is the newest addition to the Road King family,
and besides the low seat height, it also comes with clean front and rear fenders, a new,
beach-style handlebar, This touring machine combines modern parts and technologies, for
added safety, increased performance and a high level of safety, with a classic styling, sure to fit
the taste of the more old-sch It sports an air-cooled, cc, Twin Cam 88 V-Twin powerhouse mated
to a five-speed manual transmission and can produce Nm of torque at rpm. The highlights for
this model are the the large, Hiawatha headlight an The MY Harley Davidson FLHR Road King is
a machine that especially addresses riders who want a more unique and personal touch on their
touring cruiser, coming with a wide variety of accessories and optional features. At its heart lies
an air-cooled, cc, Twin Cam 88 V-Twin powerhouse mated to a five-speed manual transmission
and can produce Nm of torque at rpm. It comes stand This machine is suitable for the more
nostalgic among MoCo fans, who also want a comfortable machine capable of going the extra
mile. It comes standard with a detachable w Standard features include dual front disc brakes, an
air-adjustable, rear touring suspension, fiberglass, lockable saddlebags, a two-piece seat, a
large, tank-mounted speedome At its heart lies an air-cooled, cc, Twin Cam 88 V-Twin
powerhouse paired to a five-speed manual transmission and can produce a claimed 67
horsepower and Nm of torque. Standard features include a detachab It comes standard with a
large, Hiawatha headlight and a chrome nacelle, a detachable windshield, a large, tank-mounted
speedometer, a two-piece seat, fiberglass saddlebags, dual It comes standard with laced wheels
with fat, whitewall tires mounted on them, leather saddlebags with hard inserts, new, slightly
narrower, handlebars, fender tips, a chrome and black finish on its engin Standard ones include
a detachable windshield, new handlebars, an electric speedometer, a die-cast chrome dash, a
chrome, nostalgic hea If you're looking for an American-built cruiser, that is also capable of
going the extra mile, then the MY Road King from House Milwaukee may be the right choice for
you. It is powered by an air-cooled, four-stroke, cc, degree V-Twin powerhouse, mated to a
five-speed manual transmission with a belt final drive, and can produce a claimed 67
horsepower and Nm of torque. The MY Harley Davidson FLHRI Road King boasts a maximum
power output of 67 horsepower and Nm of torque from its air-cooled, four-stroke, cc, degree
V-Twin engine that was paired to a five-speed manual transmission with a belt final drive. Also,
it has been fitted with a detachable windshield, full-fenders, a large, chromed headlight with
auxiliary headlights, laced wheels with This touring machine comes standard with an
air-adjustable, dual shock rear suspension, dual brake discs in the front, a large, Hiawatha
headlight with a chrome nacelle, saddlebags, a detachable winds The MY Harley Davifson FLHRI
Road King has features such as a detachable windshield, full-fenders, a large, chromed
headlight with auxiliary headlights, laced wheels with whitewall tires mounted on them, a dual
seat, leather-covered saddlebags, dual front disc brakes, a telescopic front fork coupled to
air-adjustable shock absorbers in the rear and offers a choice between two-tone paint sch The

Harley Davidson FLHR Road King has, at its heart, an air-cooled, four-stroke, cc, degree V-Twin
powerplant that was paired to a five-speed manual transmission with a belt final drive, and can
reach a maximum power output of 67 horsepower and Nm of torque. Standard fittings include a
detachable windshield, full-fenders, a large, chromed headlight with auxiliary headlights, All
rights reserved. Generations: 50 First production year: Picture by Harley-Davidson. Published
with permission.. Submit more pictures. Discuss this bike Rate this motorbike This bike's rating
Write a review Sell this motorcycle Such bikes for sale Insurance quotes Finance options Tip a
friend List related bikes. Pictures, trademarks and logos of third parties are the exclusive
property of the respective owners. Technical specifications are subject to change without
notice. This web uses cookies. About Bikez. Advertise products. Contact Bikez. Privacy policy.
Motorcycle catalogue and Motorcycle classifieds. More pictures Compare with any other
motorbike. Displacement :. Compression :. Bore x stroke :. Wheelbase :. Compare US insurance
quotes from the nation's top providers. Compare US motorcycle loan quotes from the nation's
top providers. Ships to most countries. Also check out our overview of motorcycle webshops at
Bikez. List related bikes for comparison of specs. Sell or buy used bikes? Ads are free. Bikez
has a high number of users looking for used bikes. Before you buy this bike, you should view
the list of related motorbikes Compare technical specs. Look at photos. And check out the
rating of the bike's engine performance, repair costs, etc. Rating sample for this
Harley-Davidson bike. You can also compare bikes. Click photo to enlarge. It makes a great
desktop image. The Road King combines classic Harley-Davidson styling with touring comfort
and features. ELECTRIC Battery Sealed, maintenance-free, volt, 28 amp-hour, cca per Battery
Council International rating Charging: Carbureted amp permanent magnet alternator with
solid-state regulator watts rpm; watts rpm; watts peak ESPFI amp permanent magnet alternator
with solid-state regulator watts rpm; watts rpm; watts peak Starting 1. You must be logged in to
post a comment. News Ticker. About Michael Le Pard Articles. Owner and Founder of Total
Motorcycle. Supporting over Motorcyclists and Motorcycling for 21 great years. Total
Motorcycle is my pride and joy and being able to reach out million people has been incredible
but I could not have done it without the support of my visitors, readers and members, thank you
so much! You are making a difference to millions of riders worldwide. Thank you. Previous
Buell Blast. Be the first to comment Leave a Reply Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a
comment. Sign In. Recently viewed. You may also like. See Details. Need Help? Call us at or
drop us an email. Email Us. Apply Now. Newsletter Sign-Up. Stay in the know. Sign Up for Email.
Customer Support. Motorcycle Services. About Us. Other Products. Sitemap Disclaimers.
Third-party trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Estimated from fuel
economy tests on a sample motorcycle from the corresponding family conducted by
Harley-Davidson under ideal laboratory conditions. Not all motorcycle models undergo fuel
economy testing. Fuel economy and mileage may vary among motorcycle models within a
family. Your mileage may vary depending on your personal riding habits, weather conditions,
trip length, vehicle condition and vehicle configuration and other conditions. Break-in mileage
may vary. Options such as color are available at additional cost. Prices exclude tax, title,
licensing, registration fees, destination charges, added accessories, and additional dealer
charges, if any, and are subject to change. Harley-Davidson reimburses dealers for performing
manufacturer-specified pre-delivery inspection and setup tasks. Dealer prices may vary. North
America security system includes immobilizer; outside North America the security system
includes immobilizer and siren. Not all applicants will qualify. In this example, customer is
responsible for applicable taxes, title, licensing fees and any other fees or charges at the time of
sale. APR is calculated according to the simple interest method. Not valid in conjunction with
other offers. Other terms, conditions, and limitations may apply. Dealer participation may vary.
Financing offer is subject to change or cancellation at any time. Purchaser who purchases an
Eligible Motorcycle during the Sales Period has the option to trade-in the Eligible Motorcycle at
its original purchase price towards the purchase of a new, unregistered, model year , , or
Harley-Davidson Touring, Trike, Softail, Dyna, Sportster, Street or Special 3. Offer is limited to
one claim per eligible VIN. Excludes Police Models. Customers must redeem the offer at the
same H-D dealership where the Eligible Motorcycle purchase originated. Certain exceptions
apply for customers who move during the Trade-Up period. See participating H-D dealer for
details. The offer only applies to Eligible Motorcycles submitted for trade-in on a new,
unregistered Eligible Trade-Up Motorcycle of greater value and not the same model. Offer is
limited to one claim per customer. The Purchaser is responsible for the difference between the
trade-in value of the Eligible Motorcycle and the purchase price of the Eligible Trade-Up
Motorcycle. Trade-in must be a vehicle in good condition and good working order. Tires,
suspension, engine, and transmission must all be within factory specifications and are subject
to inspection by the participating H-D dealer. Vehicle exterior cannot reflect neglect or abuse.

The participating H-D dealer will make the sole determination regarding whether the trade-in is
in good working condition and good working order. The purchaser is responsible for all costs of
operating and maintaining the Eligible Motorcycle prior to trade-in. This offer may not be
combined with any other promotions, offers or discounts without the express permission of
Harley-Davidson. However, qualified customers can use Harley-Davidson Financial Services
special financing promotions in conjunction with the Freedom Promise. The H-D dealer may
require documentation to substantiate this relationship before extending the offer to the spouse
or domestic partner. Eligible Trade-Up Motorcycles must be taken from dealer stock and are not
available on future motorcycle orders, deliveries or deposits outside the Trade-Up Period.
Certain models of motorcycles may not be available at some participating dealers. Valid only at
participating U. H-D dealerships. Offer not valid in Hawaii. Cannot be redeemed for cash or cash
equivalent. Offer is subject to change without notice. Void where prohibited. Financing offer is
subject to change or cancellation at anytime. Bank National Association, pursuant to a license
from Visa U. No Money Down offer is available only to well-qualified credit tier applicants. Other
terms, conditions and limitations may apply. See your Harley-Davidson dealer for details. This 7.
Prices and selection at local dealerships may vary. All taxes are extra. STACYC reserves the
right without prior notice to discontinue at any time any of the items herein or change
specifications or designs without incurring any obligation to the customer. All items are subject
to availability and prior sale by our dealers. Riding range estimates provided following the SAE
J and are based on expected performance of a fully-charged battery when operated under
specified conditions. Actual range will vary depending on riding habits, ambient weather and
equipment conditions. Financing offer is available only for up to a 60 month term. Customer
must take delivery by September 30, Potential government incentives are identified for
informational purposes only. Availability and eligibility vary, may change without notice and are
beyond the control of Harley-Davidson. Eligibility and amount of credits and rebates depend on
your personal situation. Please consult your tax professional and your state or federal agency
for details and eligibility requirements. Harley-Davidson gives you the best possible experience
on the road. We use cookies to give you the best possible experience on our site. By sticking
around you are agreeing to our policy. I agree. Skip to main content of over 5, results for "
harley davidson road king". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer
Review. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. Amazon Global Store. International Shipping.
Filter results by your vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter the results
below. Enter a new vehicle. Amazon's Choice for harley davidson road king. Get it as soon as
Fri, Feb Only 2 left in stock - order soon. Get it as soon as Tue, Mar 2. FREE Shipping. Only 9
left in stock - order soon. Only 15 left in stock - order soon. In stock on March 2, Need help?
Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem loading this
menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top
subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed
Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second
life. Refine your search. Road King. Touring 3 Custom 2 Other 2 Cruiser 1. Belt 5 Chain 4.
Electric 2 Radial 1. Google Ads. Refine search. The windshield is quick release. Few Standard
Features include. LOW 16, miles, 5-speed transmission, twin cam 88 engine. Only 15, miles and
in like new condition. I have only put miles on my bike since all this work was done in February
of All engine work was done at the reputable V-Tech Motorsports in Ramsey. It has new Vance
and Hines 4" exhaust. Frame has miles. It runs flawless and has a ton of power well over hp.
This bike has been on the cover of hot bike magazine and won baddest bagger in daytona last
year. It's an awesome bike to ride and gets a ton of attention. Feel free to get hold of jason with
any questions US, Michigan, St. Has a rear flashing light brake system and buddy seat.. Woodys
custom detachable batwing fairing with port. Screaming Eagle hydraulic cam kit. New halogen
head lights and running lights. Just completed oil change on all three plugs. Passenger seat
with backrest. Price includes 2 sets of saddlebags. Original police saddlebags and leather
custom saddlebags. Runs and sounds great. This is a gun metal gray color and very unique. I
get A LOT of compliments on this bike. Bought a road glide last year so I don't need 2 bikes. No
tire kickers or people who want to haggle. This is a great price. Custom paint. There was a
problem with the custom shop painter so the production was discontinued in the red. Only of

the se road kings of this color have been produced for the model year 5-speed Gearbox. LOW
miles and 5-speed transmission, twin cam 88 engine. This is a single owner, always garaged,
never wrecked, clean title, bone stock Road King. I do have some custom parts you might be
interested in i 5-speed Gearbox. The vehicle is burgundy with a not specified interior. Seller's
Comments and Description: Here's your chance to own a very rare,extremely low
millage,factory custom painted Screamin Eagle Road King. US, California California 4 years at
global-free-classified-ads. A road king was converted into this incredible work of art. Not too
many customs can be ridden to a show that they would also win. This was the builder and
painter's personal ride. They didn't stop there though, fresh cam chain tensioners, a new HD
maintenance free battery, and fresh fork oil too. Here's your chance to own a very
rare,extremely low millage,factory custom painted xxxx Screamin Eagle Road King Custom
paint. Here's your chance to own a very rare,extremely low millage,factory custom painted xxxx
Screamin Eagle Road King. But sometimes there will be other issues with minor items tv, radio,
dvd players, tiles, carpets, interior lights, ect. These minor items most of time do not have any
issues or problems. Feel free to ask any necessary questions! All california residents are
subject to sales tax fees based on their county rate and license fees s
manual transmission ford trucks for sale
2007 hyundai entourage repair manual
96 honda civic window regulator
tandard 2. Vehicles listed are pre owned and may not come with keys, or other accessories. We
reserve the right to cancel bids for excessive negative feedback. We reserve the right to end the
listing if the vehicle is no longer available for sale. While we at nationwide fleet make every
reasonable attempt to verify data and information used in this ad, all information should be
independently verified prior to purchase. All non-paying high bidders will be reported to ebay,
and negative feedback will be posted. Air Cooling System. Contact me at Zero-5Zero8Zero.
Custom road King miles led brake lights hid headlights 21 inch chrome wheel all new engine
chrome a real head turner. Featured in hot bike magazine! Problematic cam chain tensioners
were replaced about 5k miles ago. Comes with windshield, 2 seats with sissy bar and back rest,
also has a HD stereo that mounts on handle bars. Has new tires, brakes with the recipes. Fish
tale exhaust, with baffles. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

